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A leading completions and commissioning
management services provider, OCCMS
supplies sector-leading software backed up
by consultancy and resourcing services which
are revolutionising project management.

Combining our ﬂexible Orbit software platform
with our completions and commissioning expertise,
global mobility solutions and on-demand consultancy
has helped deliver over 100 major operating asset
projects in the energy, renewables, built environment,
life sciences, mining and defence sectors.

SERVICES

A MEASURED APPROACH

Commissioning
We strike the right balance between laying the foundation
for success in planning and preparation and the ultimate
execution of dynamic or system commissioning. Our
overall focus is always on safety at start-up, schedule
adherence and cost-efficiency.

At OCCMS we believe that success should be quantifiable.
Boasting extensive capabilities and experience across
a variety of sectors and regions, our team is committed
to providing efficient and effective processes, systems
and resources to support clients in delivering key
operating assets on time, on budget and with optimal
performance and safety.
Using a proven, structured approach, our in-house experts
are committed to the continuous evolution and improvement
of our products and services, delivering greater cost
efficiencies to our worldwide client base.

Completions
We understand the value of a high-quality handover
from construction, as well as a highly productive precommissioning campaign. This service is fully focused
on delivering that foundation for success.

Operations Support
Getting the commissioning right is just the first step.
We also provide services to our clients on operations
readiness, operations handover, start-up support and
early production support.
Global Mobility
We take care of logistics, payroll, taxation and relocation
requirements, offering 121 support throughout so your
team can hit the ground running.

Welcome to software
with unrivalled ﬂexibility
and useability
Our Orbit completions and commissioning platform has
been integral in the delivery of successful outcomes in
a range of major event scenarios for our clients.
Orbit’s unparalleled ﬂexibility has seen it utilised in 100+
greenﬁeld and brownﬁeld projects, including expansions,
asset overhauls, and whole asset lifecycles.
With state-of-the-art technology developed in-house, Orbit
drives excellence in project management and delivery.

Fully supported by our team in Aberdeen (UK), it has an
easy-to-use Windows or web-based interface – available
as an off-the-shelf or customised product – offering live
remote reporting, advance work packaging and paperless
execution and handover across a wide range of disciplines.
Another critical beneﬁt is Orbit’s provision of real-time
forecasts which guarantees the right blend of contingent
workers arrive on-site just in time (JIT). No matter what
stage of your project, Orbit ensures the right expertise and
workforce are where they need to be at exactly the right time.
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OCCMS Consultancy
Setting a strategy for success
Complementing our sector-leading software and commissioning
and completions services, OCCMS’ consultancy service is
wholly focused on driving the effectiveness and efficiency
of project delivery for clients. Adept at seeing major projects
successfully through from start to finish, we can also deliver
tailored consultancy at any stage of a project: from Early
Support at the concept or FEED stage; to Audits to provide
an objective view of the efficacy of new processes, systems
and activities; and also Project Recovery in the event your
project goes off track.

We go to great lengths when selecting our consultants,
ensuring each is an expert in the field of completions,
commissioning, project management and operational
readiness with a minimum of 20 years experience.
Our highly skilled team of consultants and professional
contractors harness the latest technology and
completions, commissioning, start-up and operational
readiness practices, boasting a superb track record
in delivering large scale projects across sectors.

With vast experience across a wide range of sectors
and markets, OCCMS is a specialist completions and
commissioning business bringing together the latest
technology and software, recruitment and consultancy
services. Our proven project management processes
have successfully delivered major operating assets for
clients in the energy, clean energy, built environment,
life sciences, mining and defence sectors on time and
on budget with a passionate commitment to safety,
quality, performance, reliability, ethics and sustainability.

For more information
please contact us on:

UK based support office:
21 Albert Street Aberdeen
Aberdeenshire
AB25 1XX
+44 1224 632121
Aberdeen@occms.com

US based support office:
Suite 215
1300 W Sam Houston Parkway
Houston, Texas - 77042
+1 713 783 3449
Houston@occms.com
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